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Abstract. In this work we present the interpretation of the energy spectrum and mass
composition data as measured by the Pierre Auger Collaboration above 6×1017 eV. We use
an astrophysical model with two extragalactic source populations to model the hardening
of the cosmic-ray flux at around 5×1018 eV (the so-called “ankle” feature) as a transition
between these two components. We find our data to be well reproduced if sources above
the ankle emit a mixed composition with a hard spectrum and a low rigidity cutoff. The
component below the ankle is required to have a very soft spectrum and a mix of protons
and intermediate-mass nuclei. The origin of this intermediate-mass component is not well
constrained and it could originate from either Galactic or extragalactic sources. To the
aim of evaluating our capability to constrain astrophysical models, we discuss the impact
on the fit results of the main experimental systematic uncertainties and of the assumptions
about quantities affecting the air shower development as well as the propagation and redshift
distribution of injected ultra-high-energy cosmic rays (UHECRs).
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1 Introduction

The quest for the sources of ultra-high-energy cosmic rays (UHECRs) is central in modern
astroparticle physics. While the bulk of Galactic cosmic rays (GCRs) is thought to be accel-
erated by diffusive shocks in supernova remnants [1], the origin and acceleration mechanism
governing the most energetic particles is still under debate. High data quality has been
reached in the past decade from the experimental point of view, setting the basis for the
development of theoretical models aiming at describing the observations.

The Pierre Auger Observatory [2] has allowed us to study the features of the all-particle
energy spectrum with unprecedented precision [3–5]. Far from being described by a simple
power law, in the highest-energy region the all-particle cosmic-ray spectrum shows several
features. A sharp feature, known as the ankle, is observed at ∼1018.7 eV, corresponding to
a hardening of the spectrum. A new feature, dubbed the instep, at ∼1019.1 eV, could reflect
the interplay of light-to-intermediate nuclei [6]. Finally, a suppression of the total flux above
∼1019.7 eV may be attributed to energy losses during the propagation of UHECRs [7, 8], to
the limited maximum energy the sources can provide to particle acceleration, or possibly to
a combination of both effects. The spectrum measured by Telescope Array [9] (TA) agrees
in both shape and normalisation with the one measured by Auger within the systematic
uncertainties (14% and 21% for Auger and TA respectively), with a noticeable difference
only showing up at energies & 1019.5 eV [10].

The composition of the primary beam [11, 12], as estimated by the distributions of
depth of maximum development of the showers Xmax, appears to be given by a mix of
protons and medium-mass (e.g. nitrogen) nuclei at energies above the second knee, gradually
getting lighter with increasing energy up to 1018.3 eV. From this energy up to the ankle,
the primaries are mainly mixed. A study of the event-by-event correlation between two
different observables, the depth of shower maximum and the ground-level signal, measured
by the fluorescence detector (FD) and the surface detector (SD) respectively [13, 14], which
is rather insensitive to the experimental systematic uncertainties and to the uncertainties in
the modelling of air showers affecting composition estimates based on the Xmax distributions
alone, confirms that the composition is mixed in the ankle region, excluding any pure elements
or (p + He)-only mixtures with >6σ significance. Above the ankle, the mass composition
appears increasingly heavier and less mixed, suggesting that the total UHECR spectrum
is the superposition of alternating groups of elements with progressively heavier mass each
with a steep cutoff, though with increasingly sparse statistics towards the suppression region.
Such a sequence is analogous to the Peters cycle [15] which has already been associated to
the knee of the cosmic-ray spectrum. The composition has also been measured by the TA
Collaboration [16]; the comparison between the Xmax moments of Auger with that of TA is
not immediate because TA includes the detector effects in their result. By converting the
Auger Xmax values into the values folded with the TA detector effects, both experiments
appear to be compatible up to 1019 eV [17].

The energy region where GCRs give room to extragalactic cosmic rays (EGCRs), some-
where between the second knee and the ankle, is particularly important to draw a complete
description of the origin of UHECRs. In the region immediately below and around the an-
kle, a dominance of Galactic protons and medium-mass nuclei can be excluded based on the
measured low level of anisotropy in the distribution of arrival directions [18, 19]. On the
other hand, a dominance of heavier nuclei, which would comply with the allowed limits, is
disfavoured by the interpretation of Xmax measurements as mentioned above. These findings
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exclude the models, very popular in the past, which proposed that the GCR-EGCR tran-
sition occurrs at the ankle [20]. As a consequence, the large fraction of protons found in
composition measurements around the ankle must be of extragalactic origin, and the mixed
composition visible just above the second knee should be provided by an additional compo-
nent, whether Galactic or extragalactic [21–27]. Recently it has been suggested [28, 29] that
a fair amount of protons at and below the ankle might result from interactions of cosmic
ray nuclei in the source environment (see also [30–45]), possibly with the addition of some
contribution from GCRs. Comparison between the expected and measured [46] neutrino lim-
its have been extensively used to further check the viability of the different scenarios where
the interactions in sources are taken into account [35, 37, 39–42, 44, 45, 47], as well as the
ones where only cosmogenic neutrinos are considered [48–50]. Above 8EeV, the extragalactic
origin of UHECRs is clearly suggested by the observation of a dipolar anisotropy with am-
plitude of 7.3% and phase pointing 115◦ away from the Galactic centre, and by the evolution
of its amplitude with energy, which is consistent with a shrinking horizon for the sources of
the highest-energy particles [51–53].

In a previous publication [54], in which we focused only on the energy region above the
ankle, we exploited a combined fit of a simple astrophysical model of UHECR sources to both
the energy spectrum and mass composition data measured by the Pierre Auger Observatory,
to investigate the constraining power of the collected data on the source properties. In that
paper, the possibility to extend the fit to lower energies without spoiling the above-ankle
results was also considered by subtracting from data the extrapolation of the above-ankle
best-fit results at lower energies. Even if an actual fit in the whole energy region had not been
performed yet, we found first indications of the need of an additional light-to-intermediate
component with a steeper generation spectrum with respect to the one of the above-ankle
component. More recently, it was shown in ref. [55], starting from the same baseline astro-
physical model, that the inferred fraction of protons below the ankle can be described as an
extragalactic component with a much softer energy spectrum with respect to the one of the
high-energy population that describes the measured mixed composition above the ankle. This
scenario calls for an additional component to fully describe the total flux of UHECRs. Here,
we assume from the beginning a two-population model, and perform a complete simultaneous
fit of the different components. The novelties of this analysis lay in the assumption from the
beginning of a two-population model, and in performing a complete simultaneous fit of the
different components in the full energy range from below the ankle up to the highest energies.
The study of the systematic uncertainties, both from measurements and models, is extended
to the whole energy range. The careful evaluation of such uncertainties is performed thanks
to a data-driven approach, which exploits the complete knowledge on data available within
the Pierre Auger Collaboration, whose statistics have been extended by six full years.

2 The combined fit

2.1 Astrophysical and propagation models

2.1.1 Extragalactic and galactic sources

In this study we aim at constraining the physical parameters related to the energy spectrum
and the mass composition of particles escaping the environments of extragalactic sources. In
our previous work [54], a single population of identical extragalactic sources was fitted to the
data above the ankle (E > 1018.7 eV). In this work we adopt a similar baseline astrophysical
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model but, since we also want to interpret the ankle region, we assume the presence of one
(or more) additional contribution(s) at low energies, so that the ankle is produced by the
superposition of different components.

In our model, each extragalactic component is here assumed to originate from a pop-
ulation of identical sources uniformly distributed in the comoving volume. A correction,
based on ref. [56] as described in appendix D.1, takes into account the higher densities for
distances shorter than ∼30Mpc with a minimum source distance of 1Mpc. Such a correction
allows to take into account the fact that the Milky Way belongs to a group of galaxies, itself
embedded on the Local Sheet [57]. The effects of using different assumptions for the local
overdensity are discussed in appendix D.1, and those of assuming different evolutions of the
source emissivity with cosmological time are discussed in section 5.

The starting basic assumption is that UHECRs are accelerated by electromagnetic pro-
cesses up to a maximum energy proportional to their electric charge. For each extragalactic
population of sources the spectrum of particles escaping from the source environment (after
acceleration and in-source propagation) can be modelled as the superposition of the contri-
butions of n ≤ 5 representative stable nuclear species A, chosen among 1H, 4He, 14N, 28Si,
56Fe,1 each following a power-law spectrum with a broken exponential rigidity cutoff. The
generation rate Q̃A(E), defined as the number of nuclei with mass A ejected per unit of
energy, volume and time, is given by

Q̃A(E) = Q̃0A

(
E

E0

)−γ 1, E ≤ ZARcut;
exp

(
1− E

ZA Rcut

)
, E > ZARcut,

(2.1)

where ZA is the atomic number of each species A, and Q̃0A is the generation rate at a reference
energy E0, which is set to a value arbitrarily lower than the energy cutoff of protons; the total
generation rate is then Q̃(E) = ∑

A Q̃A(E) and is expressed in units of erg−1 Mpc−3 yr−1.
These are of course simplifications, aiming at keeping the number of free parameters manage-
able during the fit procedure. For the same reason, we neglect the differences among sources
within the same population (see [58] for a discussion of the effect of the population variance
on the combined fit), so all the estimated parameters are the effective ones which characterise
the total escape spectrum from all sources in the population. For each extragalactic popu-
lation, there are then 2 + n free parameters: the spectral index γ, the rigidity cutoff Rcut,
and n partial normalisations Q̃0A. To compare the estimated compositions corresponding to
different γ values and to immediately get a physically more meaningful information about
the nuclear species at the sources from the fit results, it is thus useful to express the mass
fractions in terms of fractions IA of the total source emissivity L0 of each population, defined
as the total energy ejected per unit of comoving volume per unit of time at redshift z = 0,

IA =
∫∞
Emin

E Q̃A(E) dE
L0

, where L0 =
∑
A

∫∞
Emin

E Q̃A(E) dE, (2.2)

starting from the fit energy threshold Emin = 1017.8 eV. The emissivity L0 is thus expressed
in units of ergMpc−3 yr−1.

1We have verified that considering also other intermediate nuclear species (e.g. 20Ne and 40Ca) escaping
from the sources does not significantly change the fit results.
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In section 3.1, we also consider the possible presence of a Galactic component at Earth,
which is modelled as a power law with γGal = 3.2 modified by a simple exponential cutoff.2
As for its mass composition, we considered the cases of pure Fe, a mix of Fe+Si, pure Si, a
mix of Si+N, pure N and a mix of N+He. The normalisation JGal

0 at EGal
0 = 1016.85 eV, the

rigidity cutoff RGal
cut , and (in the cases with two elements) the fraction of the heavier element

are free parameters of the fit.

2.1.2 Propagation in intergalactic space

The energy spectrum and mass composition of the particles escaping from extragalactic
source environments are modified during the propagation in the intergalactic medium by the
adiabatic energy losses and the interactions with background photons. Assuming standard
cosmology, the adiabatic energy losses due to the expansion of the Universe are given by the
relationship between time and redshift (dt/dz)−1 = −H0(1+z)

√
Ωm(1 + z)3 + ΩΛ, where we

use the values H0 = 70 km s−1 Mpc−1 for the Hubble constant at present time, Ωm = 0.3 for
the matter density, and ΩΛ = 0.7 for the dark energy density.3 The effect of the interactions
with background photons is described by ηA′A(E′, E, z), the fraction of particles with energy
E′ and mass number A′ at Earth produced by a nucleus escaping the source environment at
a redshift z with energy E and mass number A. The relevant interaction processes taken
into account are the electron-positron pair photoproduction, the pion photoproduction, and
the photodisintegration of nuclei. The photon fields playing a role in the propagation of
UHECRs are the ones from the cosmic microwave background (CMB) and the ones from the
infrared/visible/ultraviolet extragalactic background light (EBL).

The observed energy spectrum Jobs(E′) is thus obtained by integrating the contributions
of all the sources weighted by the redshift and modified by the effects of interactions with
radiation photons,

Jobs(E′) = c

4π
∑
A

∑
A′

∫∫
dE dz

∣∣∣∣ dtdz

∣∣∣∣ S(z) Q̃A(E) dηA′A(E′, E, z)
dE′ (2.3)

where c is the speed of light and S(z) is the evolution of the luminosity density of UHECRs;
in the simplest case of a flat evolution S(z) = 1.

We take into account the propagation effects by using SimProp [61] simulations. A
direct comparison between CRPropa [62] and SimProp has been reported in ref. [63], showing
consistent results for the same model assumptions. The uncertain quantities are treated
with phenomenological models. More specifically, the photodisintegration cross sections σpd
are much less known than the pair photoproduction and pion photoproduction ones, as
shown also in [64]. There are also large uncertainties in the spectrum and evolution of
the EBL, unlike for the CMB. In this work, we model photodisintegrations via the cross
sections computed by Talys [65–67] with the settings described in ref. [63], or the ones
from the Puget, Stecker and Bredekamp (PSB) [68, 69] model. The EBL is described using
the Gilmore [70] or Domínguez [71] model. The differences induced by the employment

2This value for the slope of the spectrum of the Galactic component was chosen based on the slope of
the high-energy tail of the spectrum as estimated for example from the measurements of KASCADE-Grande
electron-poor (heavy) events at E ≥ 1016.7 eV [59]. We checked that different choices would not affect the
result: given the narrowness of the energy range in which this component is non-negligible, the spectral index
and the cutoff energy are nearly degenerate with each other.

3The effects of uncertainties in H0, Ωm and ΩΛ on predicted propagated UHECR fluxes are negligible [60].
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of different models, studied in ref. [63], are used to evaluate the corresponding systematic
uncertainties in section 4.

We neglect the effects of intergalactic magnetic fields on the UHECR energy spectrum
and mass composition. According to the propagation theorem [72], such effects are negligible
in the limit that the distances between sources are much less than all other relevant length
scales, most notably the Larmor radius rL ≈ 1.08 (E/EeV)Z−1 (B⊥/nG)−1 Mpc, where B⊥
is the magnetic field strength in the direction perpendicular to the propagation. In our
model, the lowest relevant magnetic rigidity E/Z is that of nitrogen (Z = 7) at 1017.8 eV
and typical distances between sources are .10Mpc, hence the theorem is applicable for
B⊥ � 10−11 G. For stronger IGMFs a modification of the spectrum at low energies could
appear because of the magnetic horizon effect, as discussed in refs. [72–74]. However, in the
present work, in order to follow a data-driven approach with simple model assumptions, we
assume B⊥ � 10−11 G and defer the treatment of the possible magnetic effects to future
studies.

2.1.3 Development of air showers
Since a direct measurement of the mass composition is not possible on an event-by-event
basis, we use the distribution of Xmax as an estimator of the mass distribution in each
energy bin. Such a conversion depends on the choice of hadronic interaction model (HIM),
which is thus another source of uncertainty. In this work, we use the HIMs Epos-LHC [75],
QGSJet II-04 [76] and Sibyll 2.3d [77].

We first modelled the true Xmax distributions as generalised Gumbel distribution func-
tions g(Xmax|E,A), with parameters depending on the HIM and on the mass and energy
of the primary cosmic ray, as described in ref. [78]; a discussion on the effect of using dif-
ferent parameterisations for the Xmax distributions can be found in ref. [79]. The Gumbel
parameter values were fitted to CONEX [80] simulations. We computed the total predicted
Xmax distribution in each energy bin as gtot(Xmax|E), considering the contribution of all
the simulated events in that bin. To take detector effects into account, these distributions
were then multiplied by a function describing the acceptance and convolved by the reso-
lution. The model prediction Gmod was thus obtained. Further details about the Gumbel
parameterisation can be found in appendix A.

2.2 The data sets

We use the recently published measurement of the UHECR energy spectrum obtained from
events detected using the SD array of the Pierre Auger Observatory up to August 2018, includ-
ing both the original stations with 1500m spacing (SD-1500) and the low-energy extension
with 750m spacing (SD-750), fully corrected for detector acceptance and resolution effects [4].
The energy range 1017.8 eV ≤ E < 1020.2 eV is subdivided in 24 bins of log10(E/eV) = 0.1.
Each bin up to 1020.0 eV contains more than 20 events, and the second-to-last and last bins
contain 9 and 6 events, respectively.

The Xmax distributions measured using the FD telescopes up to December 2017 [14]
are used as an estimator of the mass distribution in each energy bin. They are divided in
eighteen bins of log10(E/eV) = 0.1 from 1017.8 eV to 1019.6 eV (the same binning chosen for
the energy spectrum) plus one additional larger bin containing events with energies above
1019.6 eV. In this last bin, the median energy is 1019.70 eV and that of the most energetic event
is 1020.02 eV, hence we effectively only have composition information up to the suppression
energy. The total number of collected events is 31 085; it ranges from 5476 in the first energy
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bin to 35 in the last. In each of these energy bins, the Xmax distribution is binned in intervals
of 20 g/cm2. There is a total of 329 non-empty bins in the whole dataset, which extends by
about six years the one used in the previous combined fit analysis [54].

2.3 Fit procedure

In the fit we minimise the deviance D = −2 ln(L/Lsat), a generalised χ2, where L is the
likelihood of our model and Lsat that of a model which perfectly describes the data; thus
minimising D is equivalent to maximising L (see e.g. ref. [81] for further details). The
deviance consists of two terms, DJ and DXmax , given by

DJ =
∑
i

(Jobs
i − Jmod

i )2

σ2
i

; (2.4)

DXmax = 2
∑
ij

kobs
i,j ln

(
kobs
i,j

nobs
i Gmod

i,j

)
. (2.5)

DJ is related to the energy spectrum, whose likelihood is treated as the product of
Gaussian distributions, where in each i-th energy bin Jobs

i is the observed flux, σi is its
statistical uncertainty, and Jmod

i is the model prediction as described in section 2.1.2. DXmax

is a product of multinomial distributions describing the likelihood for theXmax distributions,4
where kobs

i,j is the number of observed events in the i-th energy bin and in the j-th Xmax bin,
nobs
i = ∑

j k
obs
i,j is the total number of events in the i-th energy bin, and Gmod

i,j are the model
predictions following the generalised Gumbel functions described in section 2.1.3, normalised
so that ∑j G

mod
i,j = 1 for each i.

The best-fit parameter values for each scenario are then those with which the total
deviance D = DJ +DXmax attains its minimum value Dmin, which we locate using the Minuit
package [82]; the statistical uncertainties on the spectral parameters correspond to the half
extent of the 1D profile in the parameter space where D ≤ Dmin + 1, as computed using the
MINOS routine of Minuit; the uncertainties on the emissivity and on the mass fractions are
computed with Monte Carlo simulations, as explained in the next section.

3 Results in the reference scenarios

The fit results depend on the choice of the distribution of sources, the propagation and the
HIM. In this section, all the results are obtained by using Talys for the photodisintegration
cross sections, the Gilmore model for the EBL spectrum and evolution, and the Epos-LHC
HIM. Other combinations of models will be discussed in section 4.2. In order to focus on the
simplest case, in this section we assume a flat cosmological evolution for the extragalactic
sources, whereas the effect of other choices of source evolution are investigated in section 5.

We reported the statistical uncertainties on all the estimated parameters, which are
evaluated as follows: we fitted nmock = 1000 simulated data sets, generated from the best-
fit solution with statistics equal to the real data set, and we calculated the one standard
deviation uncertainties from the 16th and 84th percentiles of the corresponding distribution
of each parameter. Since the uncertainties on the spectral parameters γ and Rcut are directly
estimated by the minimiser and then can be easily obtained from Minuit, we verified that

4It is equivalent to considering a Poissonian deviance when it is summed over all bins and the model is
normalised to the data.
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Scenario 1 Scenario 2
Galactic contribution (at Earth) pure N —
JGal

0 /(eV−1 km−2 sr−1 yr−1) (1.06± 0.04)×10−13 —
log10(RGal

cut /V) 17.48± 0.02 —

EG components (at the escape) LE HE LE HE
L0/(1044 ergMpc−3 yr−1) * 6.54± 0.36 5.00± 0.35 11.35± 0.15 5.07± 0.06
γ 3.34± 0.07 −1.47± 0.13 3.52± 0.03 −1.99± 0.11
log10(Rcut/V) >19.3 18.19± 0.02 >19.4 18.15± 0.01
IH (%) 100 (fixed) 0.0± 0.0 48.7± 0.3 0.0± 0.0
IHe (%) — 24.5± 3.0 7.3± 0.4 23.6± 1.6
IN (%) — 68.1± 5.0 44.0± 0.4 72.1± 3.3
ISi (%) — 4.9± 3.9 0.0± 0.0 1.3± 1.3
IFe (%) — 2.5± 0.2 0.0± 0.0 3.1± 1.3
DJ (NJ) 48.6 (24) 56.6 (24)
DXmax (NXmax) 537.4 (329) 516.5 (329)
D (N) 586.0 (353) 573.1 (353)

* from Emin = 1017.8 eV.

Table 1. Best-fit parameters obtained in the two reference scenarios. Scenario 1 (section 3.1): a
Galactic contribution of pure nitrogen, a low-energy extragalactic component of pure protons (LE),
and a high-energy extragalactic component with a mixed mass composition (HE). Scenario 2 (sec-
tion 3.2): two mixed extragalactic components (LE and HE) overlapping in the ankle energy region.

the two approaches provide compatible results. For all the other results illustrated in this
work, we chose to only report the uncertainties on γ and Rcut from Minuit to make the
results display clearer. Note also that in the cases where the rigidity cutoff is unconstrained
we report only the lower bound above which the fit is not sensitive to the exact parameter
value.

3.1 Scenario 1: extragalactic and Galactic populations

In the first of the two scenarios we are considering, we assume an extragalactic population
with a mixed mass composition dominating at high energies (“HE”), plus an additional
extragalactic component dominating at low energies (“LE”) which in this scenario is of pure
protons, similar to [55]. The two extragalactic components are not necessarily produced in
two different types of astrophysical environments. A LE population could e.g. arise from the
photodisintegration of HE cosmic rays by the photon fields in the environment of their sources,
and the subsequent escape and beta decay of the secondary neutrons thereby produced [29].
In this case, the LE proton component would not be independent of the HE one, because
the processes originating the LE component impose relations between the features of the two
components. The heavier nuclei at energies below the ankle are instead assumed to originate
from a Galactic population.

We found that a Galactic component at Earth of pure nitrogen, extending up to a
relatively high energy Z RGal

cut ≈ 2×1018 eV, provides the best fit to the data. In fact, heavier
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Figure 1. Scenario 1. Left: the generation rate at the extragalactic sources for each representative
mass; the LE and HE contributions are shown as dashed and solid lines, respectively. Right: the
corresponding best-fit results for the all-particle energy spectrum at Earth, given by the superposition
of three components. For comparison, also the electron-poor spectrum measured by KASCADE-
Grande [59] is shown (see the text for details).
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Figure 2. Scenario 1. Left: the Galactic contribution (dot-dashed line) and the extragalactic
contributions (grouped according to mass number) to the energy spectrum at the top of atmosphere.
Right: the corresponding relative abundances as a function of the energy.

compositions with no nitrogen result in deviances D & 1000, and in the (Si+N) and (N+He)
cases the best fits are obtained with fSi = 0 and fHe = 0, respectively. Hence, in the following
figures and tables we only show the results obtained in the case of pure nitrogen.5

The best-fit results are shown in the central column (“Scenario 1”) of table 1. The
HE component has a very hard energy spectrum (γ < 0), a rather low rigidity cutoff and a
mass composition dominated by medium-mass elements. The LE component exhibits a very
soft energy spectrum, requiring a larger estimated source emissivity than that of the HE one
and a rigidity cutoff which is much higher than that of the HE component. The estimated
generation rate at the sources and the corresponding best-fit energy spectra at Earth together
with the measured data are shown in figure 1. Figure 1 (right) also shows the end of the
electron-poor spectrum measured by KASCADE-Grande [59], as a blue band including all
the systematic uncertainties and the dependence on the HIMs. This shows that the Galactic

5A discussion about the possible explanations for such a Galactic contribution can be found in section 3.3.
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Figure 3. Scenario 1. First two moments of the Xmax distributions as predicted by the best-fit
results, along with the measured values and the predictions for pure compositions of various nuclear
species according to Epos-LHC (dashed lines).

spectrum resulting from our best fit is in reasonable agreement with these measurements.
Besides, one should consider that the electron-poor subsample given by KASCADE-Grande
is obtained by using a selection criterion which depends on the hadronic interaction model
and lies between the CNO group and silicon, hence in any case it provides only a lower bound
to a Galactic contribution like the one preferred by our data.

In figure 2, the Galactic contribution and the partial extragalactic ones are grouped
according to the mass number. In figure 3 the predicted first two moments of the Xmax
distributions are shown as a function of the energy and compared with the measured ones.
The shaded grey area indicates the energy region where energy-by-energy estimates of the
mass composition are not available (i.e. above the median of the highest energy bin used for
Xmax data) and mass predictions are mainly based on the shape of the all-particle spectrum.

We notice that in our Scenario 1 the proton component is included through a free
parameter in the HE mixed component, while in [55] protons, being supposed to be generated
from in-source interactions, are included only in the LE one; however, a much softer LE
spectrum with respect to the HE component is found in both analyses. In our Scenario 1,
the proton fraction of the HE component is found to be negligible and therefore the scenario
is consistent with [55].

The rigidity cutoffs of the two extragalactic populations were fitted independently of
each other; the best-fit value of the HE component is estimated to be much lower than that
of the LE one. Imposing a smaller rigidity cutoff for the LE component would worsen the fit.
For example, requiring the two components to have the same rigidity cutoff, as hypothesized
in [55], would increase the deviance by ∆D = +28 (from 586 to 614), mainly due to a
worsening of the energy spectrum fit. However, note that such a difference is smaller than
the one caused by the systematic uncertainties, which is illustrated in section 4, so neither
configuration can be strongly preferred over the other. Further details will be discussed in
section 3.3.

3.2 Scenario 2: two mixed extragalactic populations

An alternative way to describe the data in the energy region of interest is assuming that
the ankle around 1018.7 eV is due to the superposition of two extragalactic components, one
dominating at LE and the other at HE. We assume that the two components are both ejected
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Figure 4. Scenario 2. Left: the generation rate at the sources for each representative mass; the
LE and HE contributions are shown as dashed and solid lines, respectively. Right: the corresponding
best fit results for the all-particle energy spectrum at the Earth, given by the superposition of the LE
and HE extragalactic components.

according to energy spectra described by eq. (2.1) but with different parameter values, since
they are reasonably associated to two different populations of sources. We are here implicitly
assuming that a possible Galactic contribution is subdominant in the considered energy range.

The best-fit parameter values are listed in the column “Scenario 2” of table 1. The
spectral parameters in both energy ranges as well as the composition of the HE one are
similar to those found in the previous scenario. The composition of the LE component is a
mix of mostly protons and nitrogen, similar to the sum of the Galactic and LE extragalactic
components in the previous scenario.

The estimated generation rate at the sources is shown in the left panel of figure 4 for each
component and each ejected nuclear species. After the propagation through the intergalactic
medium, the partial contributions of the two components overlap in the ankle region and
provide a total flux which describes the measured spectrum in the whole considered energy
region, as shown in the right panel of figure 4.

We report also the contributions at the top of the atmosphere grouped according to
mass number (figure 5) and the first two moments of the Xmax distributions (figure 6).

In figure 7, the propagated fluxes produced by each ejected nucleus heavier than hy-
drogen are shown (dashed lines) along with their partial contributions from different mass
groups of secondary particles at the Earth (solid lines). Note that so far only the statistical
uncertainties have been taken into account and the visible minor features in the energy spec-
trum that are not described by our model are actually encompassed within the systematic
uncertainties discussed in section 4. Besides, it is worth stressing that further extending the
fit to lower energies will require to include the effect of intergalactic magnetic fields, here
neglected (see section 3.3), to avoid the overestimation of measured fluxes below the current
fit threshold.

The plots on the top of figure 7 show the contributions from the LE component, whereas
the ones on the bottom refer to the HE one. From the comparison of the primary and
secondary contributions, it is clear that the photodisintegration plays no significant role in
the propagation of the LE component, whose observed composition is essentially the same
as the one ejected at the sources. Within the HE component the intersection of the helium
and nitrogen groups at Earth might be responsible of the change of the slope at the instep,
as already pointed out in ref. [5].
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Figure 5. Scenario 2. Left: partial contributions to the energy spectrum at the top of the
atmosphere grouped according to mass number. Right: the corresponding relative abundances as a
function of the energy.
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Figure 6. Scenario 2. First two moments of the Xmax distributions as predicted by the best-fit
results, along with the measured values and the predictions for pure compositions of various nuclear
species according to Epos-LHC.

Although the values of the source rigidity cutoff RHE
cut are lower than approximately

1018.5 V, the shape of the cutoff is such that the ejected nuclei (especially medium-mass ones)
can still undergo a substantial amount of photodisintegration during their propagation, with
a major impact on the all-particle spectrum. In particular, as shown in the fourth panel
of figure 7, the secondary nucleons and helium nuclei from such interactions contribute to
around half of the all-particle spectrum at the ankle energy.

3.3 Discussion of astrophysical scenarios

Using two different populations of extragalactic sources dominating at high and low energy
(HE and LE respectively) allows to easily reproduce the ankle feature. In both proposed
scenarios, the HE extragalactic population has a mixed mass composition, in agreement with
what was found in our previous work [54] for the fit above the ankle. Conversely, the two
scenarios differ in the mass composition of the LE population, which in one case is mixed,
while in the other case it is composed of pure protons, requiring an additional medium-mass
Galactic component to match the observations [26].
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Figure 7. Scenario 2. The flux at Earth produced by the dominant nuclear species at the sources
for each component (dashed lines) and the partial contributions to them grouped according to the
mass number A of their secondary particles at Earth (solid lines). The main contributions from the
LE component are shown on the top row (left: H, right: N) and the main ones from the HE component
on the bottom row (left: He, right: N). The curves are colour-coded as in the previous plots.

A common finding between the two proposed scenarios is that the HE component re-
quires very hard spectra with low rigidity cutoffs and intermediate mass compositions, while
the LE component requires much steeper spectra.

The negative spectral index of the HE component produces very hard elemental fluxes
at Earth, with little overlap between different masses; this is required to obtain a good
description of the very pronounced spectral features of the measured energy spectrum and the
rather narrow Xmax distributions. We stress here that the spectral index found as outcome of
the fit in this study, that includes the extragalactic propagation only, is related to the UHECR
spectrum escaping the source environment. This can differ from the accelerated one due to
energy-dependent effects concerning interactions and diffusion in the source environments,
justifying our finding in the HE component in both scenarios.

Alternative explanations to the interplay between the interaction rates and the diffusion
one can be provided to justify the steepness of the LE spectrum, especially regarding the
Scenario 2. For instance, if the assumption of identical sources is relaxed and different
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maximal energies are taken into account, the effective energy spectrum obtained by integrat-
ing over them would be steeper than the one of each individual source, as demonstrated in
ref. [83]. Besides, it is also important to remember that in this work we are considering an
effective energy spectrum which encompasses also the effects of intergalactic magnetic fields,
here neglected. Due to the so-called magnetic horizon effect, if the closest sources are far
enough (>10Mpc), i.e. if the source density is small enough, the time needed for the particles
to reach the Earth may become larger than the lifetime of the sources. This would cause a
suppression of the flux at low energies [84], which makes the observed spectrum harder than
the actual one escaping from the sources. For example, in a preliminary study [85] a softer
energy spectrum was estimated in presence of a relatively strong IGMF in the case of the
above-ankle fit.

In terms of mass composition at LE, we find that the data can be described by a mix of
nitrogen and hydrogen in both scenarios, their relative contributions respectively decreasing
and increasing with energy. The need for a medium-mass contribution in this energy range
was already known from the independent fits to the Xmax distributions [11, 12]; however,
with this analysis, it is possible to discuss the origin of the inferred composition at the
escape from the sources. Galactic supernova remnants are expected to accelerate iron nuclei
up to ∼1017 eV, but lighter particles such as nitrogen nuclei can reach only energies of the
order of 3×1016 eV according to the rigidity dependent scenario [86]. However, a secondary
Galactic component able to reach much higher energies has been considered by different
authors. If non-linear amplifications of magnetic fields can happen upstream of supernova
shocks [87], then cosmic particles could be accelerated to energies of the order of Z×1017 eV.
Based on this model, Hillas [21] proposed acceleration of particles through Type II explosions
into dense stellar winds (where very strong magnetic fields should exist). GCRs accelerated
in supernova remnants and diffusing out of the disk could be captured in termination shocks
produced by strong Galactic winds, and be re-accelerated back into the disk [88].6 Explosion
of supernovae in the winds of Wolf-Rayet stars [89, 90] are expected to happen, although for
a quite small fraction (∼1/7) of cases [91] and reach energies up to more than 1018 eV if the
magnetic field in the wind is as high as 100G or higher [92]. This mechanism would provide
a higher contribution to the total flux of cosmic rays at lower energies (below the knee) and
a higher cutoff energy when compared to the previous one [93]. In particular, depending on
the compositions of the Wolf-Rayet winds, such explosions may accelerate nitrogen nuclei up
to an energy cutoff of ∼1018 eV and helium up to a few 1017 eV, which would make plausible
to observe the tail of this Galactic component in the energy range included in our fit [91, 93].
In the context of the Scenario 1, the obtained results suggest to rule out models foreseeing
a dominance of Galactic iron in the region below the ankle, like the one originally proposed
by Hillas, or those assuming a contribution from re-acceleration in Galactic strong winds.
Models proposing a contribution from explosions in the winds of Wolf-Rayet-like stars would
describe our data better, as for reasonable choices of parameters they provide compositions
dominated by the CNO group. In addition, being independent of the scenario, the result on
mass composition at LE strongly confirms what found in ref. [13] about the needed mixture
at the ankle. The possibility of a mixing with heavier nuclear species such as iron is therefore
excluded around the ankle region. On the contrary, the small percentage of iron found by the
fit at HE seems to be only required by the energy spectrum at the highest energies, being the
composition data absent in that energy range, and in particular also depends on the shape of

6at energies which depend on the balance between advection and diffusion, as higher energy particles can
diffuse faster and reach the disk with higher efficiency.
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the cutoff function. In fact, as noted in ref. [48], a low rigidity cutoff will require the presence
of an elemental group at Z Rcut to populate the spectrum at UHE. Our updated composition
fraction fits presented in ref. [12] are indeed compatible with the onset of a heavy component
at UHE above 1019.4 eV.

The HE rigidity cutoff found as a result of the fit suggests that the maximum energy
emitted at the sources is not high enough to entirely attribute the spectrum features, in
particular the suppression at the highest energies, to propagation effects. However, due
to the fact that we are evaluating the spectrum at the escape, this result cannot fully be
used to constrain the maximum energy at the acceleration, being the interactions in source
potentially also responsible for reducing the maximum energy, as for instance studied in
refs. [39, 94]. As concerns the LE component, the fit is degenerate with respect to RLE

cut for
values�1019.5 V, thus fixing this parameter to any arbitrarily higher value provides the same
best-fit results. Such a degeneracy is visible in the figures in appendix B, where the values of
the total deviance obtained by scanning over RLE

cut (re-optimizing all other parameters for each
RLE

cut value) are shown. This can be explained by the fact that the estimated energy spectrum
of this component is very steep, and hence it is rapidly suppressed even in the absence of
an exponential cutoff, making the energy range where this component is the dominant one
rather narrow (as shown in the right panel of figure 1-right) and the fit is insensitive to
the details of its shape. Furthermore, in this energy region the propagation effects on the
spectrum and composition are minimal, the only non-negligible process being the adiabatic
energy loss due to the expansion of the Universe. For these reasons, both the two possible
scenarios we used provide a description of the data set with very similar deviance values;
firm conclusions about a favoured scenario cannot be reached without further investigating
the Galactic-to-extragalactic transition region. Even so, it is worth noting that the case with
two extragalactic mixed components provides a better fit of the Xmax measurements but
a worse description of the very pronounced features in the energy spectrum. One way in
which a Galactic and an extragalactic below-ankle medium-mass composition would differ is
in their distribution of arrival directions, which are not considered in this work. As shown in
refs. [11, 18], a large fraction of GCRs below the ankle can be excluded by the low level of
anisotropy and the measurements of composition. This conclusion was also drawn in ref. [19]
by considering possible variations of the parameters of the Galactic magnetic field and by
including intermediate nuclei. However, in our Scenario 1 the anisotropy of the Galactic
component could be diluted by the large isotropic extragalactic contribution present, which
is of the order of 60% of the all-particle flux around 1EeV and increases at higher energies.

3.4 Comparisons to the combined fit above the ankle

The main qualitative features of the HE component at injection in our best fit are the same
as in our previous work [54], namely a mixed mass composition dominated by the nitrogen
group, a much harder spectrum than predicted in the case of Fermi acceleration, and a
rigidity cutoff well below the threshold for pion production on CMB photons. On the other
hand, there are a few noticeable quantitative differences.

In ref. [54], in the scenarios with no source evolution and with systematic uncertainties
on energies and Xmax neglected, the best-fit spectral index sometimes also assumed positive
values, while here it is always found to be negative. Likewise, the cutoff rigidity log10(Rcut/V),
which is strongly correlated with γ, shows a narrower range of variation here with respect
to our previous findings. Part of this change is due to the LE component contributing to
a non-negligible fraction of the total flux even at energies within the fitting range of our
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previous work (namely E ≥ 1018.7 eV), as shown in figure 4(b), hence the addition of such a
contribution requires the low-energy tail of the HE component to be lowered, i.e. its spectrum
hardened.

The hardening of the spectral index also causes a lowering of the cutoff rigidity due
to the correlation between these two parameters. A smaller part of the effect is due to the
treatment of the finite energy resolution of the detector via the forward-folding technique,
which may bias the fit against very hard spectra in the case that the total flux at energies
below the start of the fitting range is underestimated, as it was in ref. [54] due to the absence
of a LE component. On the contrary, the current work reasonably reproduces the total flux
below the ankle and does not use a forward-folding technique, hence it is not affected by such
a bias. A counter-effect, although of considerably smaller magnitude (see appendix D.1),
is obtained when including a local overdensity in the otherwise homogenous and isotropic
distribution of the sources, as done here but not in ref. [54].

Another difference is the predicted mass composition in the highest-energy part of the
spectrum: in ref. [54] the best-fit fraction of iron was 0 and the end of the spectrum was
dominated by silicon, whereas here we infer a best-fit fraction of iron of about 3%. This
is because the number of events above 1020 eV has increased from 5 to 15 thanks to an
improved determination of the energy scale, and in our model the observed cutoff is due
to the photodisintegration of nuclei, whose threshold is roughly proportional to the mass
number.

The extension of the combined fit to the data below the ankle energy, which have much
smaller statistical uncertainties than at higher energies, causes a substantially worse goodness
of the fit than in our previous work. Indeed, in ref. [54] only the first two bins had statistical
uncertainties less than 1%, whereas in the data used here this applies to all the first five
bins after the SD-1500 threshold (log10(E/eV) ∈ [18.4, 18.9)). Besides, the widths of the
Xmax distributions used in this work are narrower by a few g/cm2. This is due to new
constraints used in the shower profile fit in order to improve the resolution at low energies,
which typically result in deeper Xmax estimates for shallow events and vice versa with respect
to the old constraints. Since the Xmax distributions are already as narrow as predicted by the
model with a nearly pure mass composition at each energy (right panel of figure 6), further
narrowing them results in a worse fit.

In the same paper [54], the extension of the fit to lower energies was also explored, fol-
lowing an approximate procedure instead of a proper fit. The possible presence of a Galactic
component was also considered therein, using an extrapolation of KASCADE-Grande data
and assuming that it was Fe-dominated. In the current analysis this dominance is excluded.
We notice that the new result about a preference of a lighter mass composition has been
made possible thanks to a proper evaluation of the fit deviance and the increased statistical
accuracy of the data.

4 Effect of the systematic uncertainties

Since the scenarios described in sections 3.1 and 3.2 were found to be nearly equivalent
in practice, in this and the following sections we will only study variations on Scenario
2, with no Galactic component and two mixed extragalactic populations. Such scenario is
the one on which the effects of different assumptions about the distribution and evolution
of extragalactic sources and the propagation in intergalactic space is expected to be more
noticeable.
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Figure 8. The first two eigenvectors of the covariance matrix of lower (left) and upper (right)
systematic uncertainties in Xmax (see the text for details).

4.1 Experimental uncertainties

The energy scale and the Xmax scale are the most important sources of experimental system-
atic uncertainties. For the energy scale, an energy independent uncertainty ∆E/E = 14% is
adopted in the whole considered energy region [4]. As concerns the systematic uncertainties
on the measured Xmax values, they are asymmetric and slightly energy-dependent, ranging
from 6 to 9 g/cm2 [95].

Regarding the energy scale uncertainty, we followed the same approach used in our
previous work [54], which consists of shifting all the measured energies by one systematic
standard deviation in each direction. On the other hand, as concerns the Xmax scale un-
certainty, it is worth noticing that, while the correlations are nearly perfect (∼0.998) in the
case of first-neighbour energy bins, they can go down to ∼ 0.6 between the lowest and the
highest energy bins, hence we chose to use a more complete approach than the one used
in ref. [54], which we describe in appendix C.1. Two nuisance parameters are added to the
fit, corresponding to the principal components of the covariance, allowing different shifts at
different energies. However, for a direct comparison with the approach used in ref. [54], the
results obtained by considering all the possible combinations of shifting the measured ener-
gies and Xmax values by one systematic standard deviation in each direction are shown in
appendix C.2.

In the approach based on two nuisance parameters a and b, the first two eigenvectors of
the covariance matrix define two functions of energy, v1(Ei) and v2(Ei), plotted in figure 8;
all the Xmax distributions are shifted by a quantity a v1(E) + b v2(E), and an additional
term Dsyst(Xmax) = a2 + b2 is added to the deviance. The parameter a shifts all the Xmax
distributions in the same direction by an energy-dependent amount, whereas b has an opposite
effect on the high-energy and the low-energy distributions.7

The results so obtained are shown in table 2, where the additional Dsyst(Xmax) is always
∼1 and included in DXmax . The three cases with no shift and a shift in the energy scale of
one standard deviation in each direction are considered.

The variations on the predicted fluxes at Earth, obtained by considering the configura-
tions of table 2, are shown in figure 9. The rather large uncertainty on the predicted total
fluxes (brown band) is mainly due to the ±14% shifts in the energy scale, which significantly

7Since the systematic uncertainties are asymmetrical, we actually have two different covariance matrices,
one for lower and one for upper uncertainties. We use the former when a < 0 and the latter when a > 0.
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∆E/σsyst −1 0 +1

LE HE LE HE LE HE
L0/(ergMpc−3 yr−1) * 7.9×1044 3.7×1044 11.5×1044 4.9×1044 16.1×1044 6.1×1044

γ 3.47± 0.03 −1.82± 0.11 3.47± 0.03 −1.92± 0.13 3.45± 0.03 −1.79± 0.14
log10(Rcut/V) >19.2 18.12± 0.01 >19.3 18.15± 0.01 > 19.3 18.19± 0.02
IH (%) 48.2 0.0 49.6 0.0 51.6 0.0
IHe (%) 14.2 25.7 10.3 21.3 7.2 16.4
IN (%) 37.6 71.2 40.1 74.3 41.3 75.4
ISi (%) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.0 4.0
IFe (%) 0.0 3.1 0.0 4.1 0.0 4.2
a −0.59± 0.09 −0.20± 0.09 0.08± 0.09
b 0.9± 0.3 0.9± 0.3 1.2± 0.3

DJ (NJ) 47.0 (24) 38.7 (24) 70.5 (24)
DXmax (NXmax) 507.2 (329) 499.8 (329) 493.4 (329)
D (N) 554.1 (353) 558.6 (353) 563.9 (353)

* from Emin = 1017.8 eV.

Table 2. The estimated best fit parameters obtained when introducing the nuisance parameters a
and b and considering the energy scale uncertainty effect with shifts of one standard deviation in each
direction.
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Figure 9. Left: the combined effect of the experimental uncertainties on the energy spectrum. Right:
the effect on the relative abundances at the top of the atmosphere. The bands represent the variations
induced by considering the configurations in table 2. The shaded grey area indicates the energy region
where energy-by-energy estimates of the mass composition are not available (i.e. above the median of
the highest energy bin used for Xmax data) and mass predictions are mainly based on the shape of
the all-particle spectrum.
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Figure 10. The shifts in the Xmax scale induced by the best-fit parameters a and b listed in table 2.
The central black line refers to the case with no shift in the energy scale, and the band represents the
effect of shifting the energies by one standard deviation in either direction.

affects only the estimated source emissivities. On the other hand, the nuisance parameters
allow the Xmax distributions to shift to find a better agreement between the predicted and
the observed fluxes. Thus the total deviance decreases, but the other estimated best fit pa-
rameters are almost unchanged and the modifications on the predicted fluxes and abundances
at Earth are rather small.

Despite some differences in the estimated nominal values, in general the nuisance pa-
rameters a and b induce positive (negative) shifts in the Xmax scale at low (high) energies.
Alternatively, when the energy scale uncertainty is also considered, they can induce a nega-
tive but smaller shift also at low energy. The shifts in the Xmax scale corresponding to the
best fit nuisance parameters obtained in the three energy scale configurations of table 2 are
shown in figure 10.

Note that in principle the same approach could be extended also to the treatment of
the energy scale uncertainty by introducing an additional nuisance parameter. However,
considering that the energy scale systematic uncertainties have a subdominant effect on the
goodness-of-fit, as shown in appendix C.2, we chose to explore this more complete approach
only for the Xmax scale uncertainty.

Besides, we also verified that the effects of uncertainties in the acceptance and reso-
lution [95] of the Xmax data set are negligible: very small differences on the deviance and
almost no changes in the fit parameters are observed when such uncertainties are included
as nuisance parameters. Hence, these effects are not shown here and will not be considered
further in this work.

4.2 Uncertainties from propagation and shower models

The propagation models and the HIM are other sources of systematic uncertainties; we
explored their effects by repeating the fit considering different combinations of them with
respect to those used in the reference configuration. As regards the photodisintegration, we
tested the PSB model, that neglects photodisintegration channels in which alpha particles
rather than single nucleons are ejected. The cross sections for such channels are difficult to
measure, and the few available data [96] appear to be overestimated in Talys by around an
order of magnitude, so neglecting such channels altogether as done in PSB is not necessarily
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Figure 11. Left: the effect of the uncertainties from models on the energy spectrum. Right: the
effect on the relative abundances at the top of the atmosphere. The bands represent the maximal
variations given by the results in table 3. The shaded grey area indicates the energy region where
energy-by-energy estimates of the mass composition are not available (i.e. above the median of the
highest energy bin used for Xmax data) and mass predictions are mainly based on the shape of the
all-particle spectrum.

less accurate [63]. Besides, as concerns the EBL spectrum and evolution, we tested also the
Domínguez model, which has a higher spectral energy density in the far infrared with respect
to the Gilmore one. Regarding the HIM, we verified that QGSJet II-04 cannot properly
describe our data (D & 1000 in all cases), and is thus excluded from this analysis. Instead
of fixing a single HIM, we allow for the possibility to describe our data with an intermediate
model between Epos-LHC and Sibyll 2.3d by introducing an additional nuisance parameter
δHIM, limited between 0 and 1. In this way each HIM-dependent Gumbel parameter is
interpolated as alpha as αHIM = δHIM αEpos-LHC + (1 − δHIM)αSibyll 2.3d,8 so that δHIM = 0
corresponds to “pure” Sibyll 2.3d and δHIM = 1 to “pure” Epos-LHC.9

The results thus obtained are summarised in table 3 and their effect on the predicted
fluxes at Earth is shown in figure 11.

Regardless of the propagation models configuration, our data appear to be better de-
scribed by pure Epos-LHC or by intermediate models much closer to Epos-LHC than to
Sibyll 2.3d, making the HIM choice the dominant uncertainty among the ones from models
in terms of predictions at Earth. For example, from table 4 it is clear that a significant
worsening of the deviance is obtained when Sibyll 2.3d is assumed as the HIM and the ref-
erence propagation models configuration is used. As concerns the propagation models effects,
even if the impact on the deviance and on the predicted fluxes at the Earth is smaller, some
changes in the best fit parameters at the sources are observed, which are in agreement with
what is expected to compensate the differences in the propagation to produce similar fluxes
at the Earth. When the photodisintegration cross sections are modelled with PSB instead
of Talys, the absence of secondary alpha-particle production during propagation must be
compensated by a larger amount of helium ejected at the sources. When the EBL spectrum

8For a given primary mass and energy, the Gumbel distribution parameters µ, σ, λ are linear functions of
the HIM-dependent parameters ai, bi, ci, so it makes no difference whether we interpolate the former or the
latter.

9This is just an approximation, as the “true” model is not necessarily a linear interpolation between
Epos-LHC and Sibyll 2.3d.
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Talys PSB
Gilmore EBL LE HE LE HE
L0/(1044 ergMpc−3 yr−1) * 11.4 5.1 11.1 4.9

γ 3.52± 0.03 −1.99± 0.11 3.51± 0.03 −1.89± 0.18
log10(Rcut/V) >19.4 18.15± 0.01 > 19.5 18.16± 0.02

IH (%) 48.7 0.0 49.1 0.2
IHe (%) 7.3 23.6 11.1 48.3
IN (%) 44.0 72.1 39.8 41.5
ISi (%) 0.0 1.3 0.0 8.5
IFe (%) 0.0 3.1 0.0 1.5
δHIM 1.0 (limit) 0.96+0.04

−0.12

DJ (NJ) 56.6 (24) 50.7 (24)
DXmax (NXmax) 516.5 (329) 529.0 (329)

D (N) 573.1 (353) 579.7 (353)

Domínguez EBL LE HE LE HE
L0/(1044 ergMpc−3 yr−1) * 9.2 7.3 8.7 7.3

γ 3.67± 0.06 −0.87± 0.08 3.71± 0.06 −0.85± 0.08
log10(Rcut/V) 18.01± 0.06 18.23± 0.01 18.00± 0.07 18.22± 0.01

IH (%) 41.4 0.0 42.4 0.0
IHe (%) 7.4 17.2 8.6 48.2
IN (%) 51.6 78.0 49.0 42.1
ISi (%) 0.0 2.1 0.0 8.2
IFe (%) 0.0 2.7 0.0 1.6
δHIM 0.88± 0.11 0.88± 0.11

DJ (NJ) 42.5 (24) 39.9 (24)
DXmax (NXmax) 561.6 (329) 568.6 (329)

D (N) 604.2 (353) 608.5 (353)
* from Emin = 1017.8 eV.

Table 3. Best fit results obtained by using different combinations of propagation models. The
uncertainty due to the HIM choice is considered by fitting the nuisance parameter δHIM.

is based on the Domínguez model, the LE component is suppressed at lower energy with
an upper-constrained value of Rcut to compensate the larger amount of secondary particles
below the ankle provided by the HE component. The lowest deviance is obtained in the
Talys+Gilmore configuration. However, the impact of changing the propagation models
on the deviance and on the predicted fluxes at Earth is encompassed by the effect of the
experimental systematic uncertainties.
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Talys Epos-LHC Sibyll 2.3d
Gilmore EBL LE HE LE HE
L0/(1044 ergMpc−3 yr−1) * 11.4 5.1 10.8 4.9

γ 3.52± 0.03 −1.99± 0.11 3.40± 0.02 −1.30± 0.19
log10(Rcut/V) >19.4 18.15± 0.01 18.26± 0.05 18.19± 0.02

IH (%) 48.7 0.0 15.6 0.0
IHe (%) 7.3 23.6 46.2 20.9
IN (%) 44.0 72.1 38.2 70.7
ISi (%) 0.0 1.3 0.0 5.4
IFe (%) 0.0 3.1 0.0 3.0
DJ (NJ) 56.6 (24) 42.7 (24)

DXmax (NXmax) 516.5 (329) 592.2 (329)
D (N) 573.1 (353) 634.9 (353)

* from Emin = 1017.8 eV.

Table 4. Comparison between the best fit results obtained by using Epos-LHC and Sibyll 2.3d as
the HIM in the Talys+Gilmore configuration.

5 Cosmological evolution of sources

5.1 Impact on UHECR parameters

We repeated the fit considering, for each population of sources, three different models for
the cosmological evolution of the source emissivity, parameterised as ∝ (1 + z)m, namely
m = +5, +3 and −3, in addition to the no-evolution (m = 0) case considered so far. As in
the previous section, the study of variations is restricted to Scenario 2, which is the most
general one and does not imply possible mutual dependencies between the two extragalactic
components that could constrain our assumptions on the source evolution. UHECRs are
simulated up to zmax = 10; however, due to the energy losses in the propagation, practically
all nuclei reaching us with energies in the range we are fitting (E ≥ 1017.8 eV) originate from
z . 3, and in particular those with E & 1018.4 eV from z ≤ 1.

At low redshifts (z . 1), a strong positive (m = 5) evolution could be associated
to jetted AGN (high-luminosity BL Lacs and FSRQs) observed in gamma rays [97] or to
non-jetted AGN such as high-luminosity Seyfert galaxies [98]. A weaker positive evolution
(m = 3) can be connected to the SFR evolution [99]. The case of no-evolution (m = 0)
can be instead associated to the stellar-mass density [99], non-jetted AGN (low-luminosity
Seyfert galaxies observed in X-rays [98]) and jetted AGN (intermediate-luminosity BL Lacs
and FSRQs [97]). Negative evolutions (m = −3) can trace jetted AGN (low-luminosity BL
Lacs observed in gamma rays [97]) or non-jetted AGN (radio-galaxies observed in gamma
rays [100]), as well as the evolution with redshift of tidal disruption events (TDEs) [101]. At
higher redshifts (z & 1), the evolution of some of these classes of sources is uncertain. In
this work we show results using (1 + z)m with constant m in the entire redshift range, but
we have verified that other possibilities for the behaviour of the evolution at z > 1 have only
a small impact on the LE component, not affecting our main conclusions, and a completely
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Figure 12. The total deviance is colour-coded as in the right bar and shown for all the possible
combinations of source evolution of the two populations. The values of m are shown on the axes.

negligible effect on the HE component. An exception to this is the flux of secondary neutrino
and gamma rays, discussed in section 5.2.

Since the LE and HE populations might be accelerated in different classes of sources,
they could have different source evolutions. Hence, we consider all sixteen possible pairs of
evolutions among m ∈ {−3, 0,+3,+5}. Our results are summarised in figure 12 for the total
deviance and in figure 13 for the best-fit parameters.

A positive (negative) evolution means that particles were on average accelerated longer
ago (more recently) than in the no-evolution scenario, and hence had the time to undergo
more (fewer) interactions in intergalactic space. The effects are more noticeable for the HE
population, as interactions are more frequent at high energies. This mostly affects the flux
of secondary protons and helium produced at energies around the ankle, and it is at the
origin of the observed anti-correlation between m and the estimated spectral index, as found
already in [48–50, 54, 102]. In figure 14, one can appreciate the way the contribution of the
HE component to the all-particle spectrum around the ankle increases with its evolution, and
how the cutoff of the LE component consequently needs to be lowered (for this figure, the LE
evolution providing the lowest deviance is shown). In the case of a strong positive (m = 5)
evolution of the HE component, its secondary flux at ankle energies exceeds the observed
all-particle spectrum, so that no good fit of the data is possible (D ∼ 1000). Such scenarios
(corresponding to the last column in the plots of figures 12 and 13) will not be considered
further. In the past they were mostly used for pure-proton composition if the energy range
across the ankle was taken into account, as for instance in [50, 103].

In the case of a weak positive (m = 3) evolution of the HE component, its secondaries
around the ankle saturate the observed spectrum, so that a good fit is only possible if the
LE component does not provide any more particles at these energies, requiring it to have an
extremely soft ejection spectrum (figure 13(a)) with a very low rigidity cutoff (figure 13(b)).
In the case of no or negative evolution of the HE component, its secondaries are less than
the observed all-particle spectrum, so that a contribution from the LE component is also
needed, as was shown in section 3.2. The scenarios with no evolution for the HE population
appear to be favoured overall (figure 12), though acceptable fits can also be found with a
weak evolution (m = ±3).
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Figure 13. The estimated spectral parameters of the LE (top row) and HE (bottom row) component
are colour-coded as in the corresponding right bars and are shown as a function of the source evolution
of the two populations.

The effects of the cosmological evolution are smaller in the case of the LE component.
A positive (negative) evolution requires a hardening (softening) of the ejection spectrum to
compensate the larger (smaller) amount of low-energy particles (figure 13(a)), and a strong
positive evolution also requires a lower rigidity cutoff (figure 13(b)). The deviance (figure 12)
appears to slightly favour scenarios with a weak or no evolution for this component, but is still
acceptable with a strong one. As for the ejection spectral parameters of the HE population,
their best-fit values stay nearly unchanged among all scenarios with acceptable deviances, as
shown in figures 13(c) and 13(d).

5.2 Expected neutrino and gamma-ray fluxes

Cosmogenic neutrinos do not undergo any interactions during their propagation, except for
adiabatic energy losses due to the expansion of the Universe and flavour oscillations, so they
can reach us even from very high redshifts, from which we do not expect any high-energy
nuclei to survive. Hence, the comparison of the flux of the expected cosmogenic neutrinos
associated with the best-fit results of each chosen scenario with the measured fluxes (or, at
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Figure 14. The contributions at Earth of the two extragalactic components: for each considered
source evolution of the HE component (m = −3 (a), m = 0 (b), m = 3 (c), m = 5 (d)), only the LE
source evolution providing the lowest deviance is chosen as an example.

higher energies, with the estimated upper limits) can possibly constrain the cosmological
evolution of sources in ways complementary to those available from UHECR measurements.

The Pierre Auger Observatory is sensitive to neutrinos with energies above 108 GeV [46],
which corresponds to the energy range for neutrinos coming from the pion photoproduction of
UHECRs on the CMB and EBL photons. The energy of a cosmogenic neutrino is on average
of the order of 5% of the energy of the nucleon that produced it. No neutrinos were observed
so far, hence 90% C.L. upper limits have been set on E2Jν , assuming an E−2 spectral shape.

They are currently among the most stringent ones in the UHE range and are shown in
figure 15. Since most of the predicted neutrinos have energies below the region where Auger
could detect them, also the measurements up to 108 GeV [104] and the upper limits [105]
provided by IceCube are shown.

Note however that neutrinos with E . 108 GeV can be produced by nuclei injected
with energies below the range of our fits, E < 1017.8 eV, where we extrapolate the injection
spectrum as a power law with γ & 3 down to indefinitely low energies; this is a rather
extreme hypothesis, as it would require incredibly large integrated emissivities at low injection
energies. Hence, the predicted fluxes shown in figure 15 below 108 GeV should be considered
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Figure 15. The predicted fluxes of neutrinos (single flavour) corresponding to the best fit results
obtained by assuming a source evolution with m = −3 (top left), m = 3 (top right) and m = 5
(bottom) for the LE component; in all the three cases the HE component has no source evolution
(m = 0). The black solid curves represent the fluxes corresponding (from the bottom to the top) to
zmax = 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5, assuming a constant m value in the whole redshift range. The dashed black
curve shows the expected fluxes corresponding to zmax = 3 with a flat source evolution above z = 1.
The observed IceCube HESE flux, the current upper limits from IceCube and Auger (solid lines),
and the predicted sensitivities of future detectors (dot-dashed lines) are also shown for reference (see
text).

upper bounds to the predictions in more realistic scenarios, in which at E � 1017.8 eV the
injection spectra are harder.

In general, the contribution of the HE population to the flux of expected neutrinos
is negligible, regardless of its cosmological evolution: due to its rather low rigidity cutoff,
even when the estimated fraction of protons is not negligible, the pion photoproduction
interactions cannot occur on CMB photons, but only on the EBL ones. The latter, despite
having a lower energy threshold, contributes to the neutrino flux to a lesser extent because
of the much greater interaction length. As a consequence, the neutrino fluxes shown in
figure 15 are entirely provided by the LE population of sources, and are thus sensitive to the
assumptions on the source evolution of such component.

In the case of a flat or negative source evolution for the LE component, the expected
neutrino fluxes are well below the current observations and the future detectors sensitivity;
the case with m = −3 is shown on the top left panel of figure 15. The predicted flux increases
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in the case of a positive source evolution for the LE population, e.g. as shown in the top right
panel of figure 15 (m = 3), and the largest increase is obtained with a strong (m = 5)
source evolution, shown in the bottom panel of figure 15, corresponding to the best fit for
the LE component with this evolution. A peak is predicted at ∼107 GeV, corresponding to
pion production on EBL photons; this is visible in the lower curve of figure 15 (top right
and bottom panels), corresponding to zmax = 1, and is shifted towards lower energies for
increasing values of zmax. The evolution of the source distribution with redshift is however
uncertain above z = 1, and this can influence the expected neutrino flux. As an example, in
the bottom panel the intermediate solid black line, corresponding to an evolution (1 + z)5 up
to zmax = 3 can be compared to the dashed black line, corresponding to (1+z)5 up to zmax = 1
and to a flat evolution in the redshift range 1 < z < zmax = 3, which is more than one order
of magnitude lower than the former. The maximum rigidity of the LE component has also a
strong impact in the neutrino flux; for example, in the case of a source evolution with m = 3
for the LE component (top right panel), the rigidity found from the fit is Rcut ∼ 1021 V,
hence the peak corresponding to the UHECR interactions with CMB photons is visible at
the highest energies.

It is worth noting that future neutrino detectors will provide an improved sensitivity to
cosmogenic neutrinos at energies above 108 GeV. As shown in the top right and bottom plots
of figure 15, our predictions in the cases of positive source evolutions would be constrained
by the most stringent future limits, provided by the next-generation detector upgrade of
IceCube [106] and by planned detectors [107–109]. We can conclude that, if the sensitivity
of the next-generation neutrino detectors are exploited, the neutrino fluxes predicted for
the simple two-component scenario proposed here may put some additional constraints on
the source properties, for example excluding some source evolutions for the LE component
and/or limiting the possible values of its rigidity cutoff.

Another messenger of potential interest in the study of UHECRs is the flux of gamma-
ray cascades produced in their propagation. Photons and electrons produced in a photo-
hadronic interaction in intergalactic space can initiate electrophotonic cascades via repeated
pair production γ + γ → e+ + e− and synchrotron emission or inverse Compton scattering
e± + γ→ e± + γ, until all the secondaries have E . 100GeV. Provided the first interaction
happens far enough that the cascade has the room to fully develop before reaching Earth, the
shape of the final spectrum of gamma rays is nearly independent of the primary photon or
electron energy, and only weakly dependent on the initial redshift [110]. A detailed study of
such cascades is outside the scope of this work, but a rough estimate of the resulting gamma-
ray fluxes at E . 100GeV can be obtained by applying the analytical approximation from
ref. [110] to electrons and photons produced in SimProp simulations. In this case, both the
LE and the HE component have a non-negligible contribution, as the Lorentz factor threshold
for electron-positron pair production by UHECRs on CMB photons is two orders of magni-
tude lower than for pion production. The results are shown in figure 16, and compared to
Fermi-LAT measurements [111] of the isotropic diffuse gamma-ray background (IGRB) and
the total extragalactic gamma-ray background (EGB), the former excluding and the latter
including the emissions resolved into point sources. The strength of intergalactic magnetic
fields, and hence how the angular spread of the cascades compares with the angular resolution
of the telescope, is however not known. Even assuming that the magnetic fields are strong
enough that the cascades resulting from UHECR propagation would have an angular spread
much larger than the Fermi-LAT resolution and hence be entirely comprised in the diffuse
IGRB, and even considering the model with the highest Galactic foreground among those
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Figure 16. Fluxes at Earth of gamma-ray cascades produced in UHECR propagation in two example
scenarios with (from bottom to top) zmax = 1, 3 and 5, estimated through the analytic approximation
from ref. [110], and compared to Fermi-LAT measurements from ref. [111] (with error bands showing
uncertainties due to those on Galactic foreground models). Note that this approximation is not very
accurate for short source distances, and hence for high photon energies. All other scenarios in section 5
with D . 1000 result in similar or lower fluxes.

used in ref. [111], the only scenarios in tension with the data would be the ones where the HE
component has a strong positive evolution and zmax & 2, or the LE component has a strong
positive evolution and zmax & 4.10 As shown in figure 12 the former are already excluded
by the deviance of our combined fit, and as shown in figure 15 the latter may also result
in amounts of cosmogenic neutrinos within the reach of future planned detectors. Hence, it
would appear that gamma-ray fluxes cannot provide any additional information compared
to that available from UHECR and neutrino data in most of the scenarios here considered.
Note however that in some of the fits a very large fraction of the high energy IGRB is due to
Bethe-Heitler production of extragalactic cosmic rays. Models of the contribution of sources
to the IGRB attribute it almost entirely to unresolved point sources [112, 113] and hence, once
the accuracy of these models improves, the gamma-ray fluxes will provide very constraining
boundary conditions to the cosmic-ray models.

This result is comparable to those of earlier works assuming a mixed mass composi-
tion for UHECRs (e.g. [41, 114]) and more pessimistic than those assuming a pure proton
composition (e.g. [115]).

6 Conclusions and outlook

In this paper we have shown that, using the energy spectrum and composition data from the
Pierre Auger Observatory, it is possible to constrain astrophysical scenarios for the UHECR
sources.

We considered the hypothesis of two extragalactic components, from two distinct pop-
ulations, in presence or not of a secondary Galactic contribution. The two components
reasonably succeed to reproduce the ankle feature, whose sharpness, as observed in Auger
data, is hard to reproduce with other scenarios. Also the region above the ankle is repro-
duced including, in particular, the newly observed feature at ∼1019 eV (the ‘instep’), which
originates from the interplay of light-to-intermediate nuclei. Despite the fact that a definite

10In addition, the scenario where both components have a moderate positive evolution (not shown) is in
tension with the data if zmax & 6.
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conclusion on the presence of a subdominant Galactic flux cannot be reached, our results
show that its end is compatible with the data only if it is composed by medium-mass nuclei.

The possible systematic uncertainties from both experimental and model sources, though
large enough to affect the fit parameters especially in the case of hadronic models describing
interactions in atmosphere, do not spoil these conclusions.

Based on this work, very strong source evolutions can be excluded, since they would
cause a flux of secondary particles at the ankle exceeding the observed spectrum, even in
presence of a negligible contribution from the LE component in that region. This conclusion
could not be reached with a fit limited to the energy region above the ankle. Finally, we
show that for some of the considered scenarios the predictions of cosmogenic neutrino fluxes
might reach the sensitivity range of the next-generation detectors.

An extension of the combined fit to even lower energies will be more effective to investi-
gate the transition from Galactic to extragalactic cosmic rays, increasing the lever-arm with
the use of composition data from HEAT (High Elevation Auger Telescopes). Composition
results below 1017.8 eV have been already reported in a preliminary analysis [12]. An update
of the Xmax analysis in the whole energy range is currently in progress and its results are
expected to push remarkably the sensitivity of the combined fit studies in the transition
region.

Further insight on the possible sources of UHECRs can be gained by extending the
combined fit to include the arrival directions information to the spectrum and composition
data. The results of a preliminary analysis were shown in ref. [116].

In this analysis, the mass composition data do not extend to energies where the suppres-
sion occurs, because of the limited duty cycle of the FD. The interpretation of the suppression
in the flux by differentiating between a cutoff due to propagation effects and the maximum
energy reached in the sources can provide fundamental constraints on the sources of UHE-
CRs and their properties. In the near future, mass composition estimates will be obtained
through Xmax and the muon content of showers by using machine learning techniques on SD
data [117, 118].

Furthermore, the Pierre Auger Observatory is currently undergoing an upgrade, Auger-
Prime [119, 120], that includes the deployment of scintillators on top of the SD stations to
help disentangle the muonic and electromagnetic content of the showers. This will allow the
measurement of the mass composition beyond the present limit, help testing the presence of
a possible sub-dominant light contribution at the highest energies and cover the suppression
region to perform an analysis similar to the one presented here with much larger statistics.

A Parameterisation of the Xmax distributions

In this work the Xmax distributions are parameterised by fitting Gumbel distributions to
CONEX [80] simulations of H-, He-, N-, Si- and Fe-initiated showers with energies ranging
from 1017 eV to 1020 eV. The parameters thus obtained are shown in table 5, corresponding
to different hadronic interaction models. The coefficients ai, bi and ci parameterise the
expansion of the generalised Gumbel coefficients µ, σ and λ in powers of lgE and lnA, as
described in ref. [78].

In each energy bin, we use as E the geometric mean of the energies of the observed
FD events in the bin. From this, we computed the total Xmax distribution in each energy
bin as gtot(Xmax|E) = ∑

A fA(E) g(Xmax|E,A), where fA(E) is the fraction of simulated
events in the energy bin with mass number A. Then we multiplied the distribution above by
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E a0 a1 a2 b0 b1 b2 c0 c1 c2

µ 775.457 −10.399 −1.753 58.529 −0.826 0.231 −1.408 0.226 −0.100
σ 32.263 3.943 −0.864 1.275 −1.812 0.232 — — —
λ 0.641 0.220 0.171 0.073 0.035 −0.013 — — —
Q a0 a1 a2 b0 b1 b2 c0 c1 c2

µ 758.650 −12.357 −1.245 56.594 −1.012 0.229 −0.535 −0.173 −0.019
σ 35.424 6.759 −1.462 −0.796 0.202 −0.014 — — —
λ 0.672 0.374 0.075 0.030 0.047 −0.001 — — —
S a0 a1 a2 b0 b1 b2 c0 c1 c2

µ 785.852 −15.599 −1.069 60.593 −0.786 0.201 −0.689 −0.295 0.040
σ 41.035 −2.173 −0.306 −0.309 −1.165 0.225 — — —
λ 0.799 0.235 0.009 0.063 −0.001 0.000 — — —

Table 5. Parameters of the Gumbel distributions used in this work (E: Epos-LHC, Q: QGSJet II-
04, S: Sibyll 2.3d; µ and σ in g/cm2, λ dimensionless).

the acceptance function A(Xmax, E) and we convolved it by the detector resolution function
R(Xrec

max−Xmax|E), using for both the parametrisations from ref. [95] with the central values
for the parameters. Hence, we can define the model prediction Gmod

ij in the i-th energy bin
and j-th Xmax bin, normalised so that ∑j G

mod
ij = 1 for each j.

B Deviance profiles as a function of the LE rigidity cutoff

In figure 17, the values of the total deviance and of its partial contributions are shown as
obtained by scanning over RLE

cut (re-optimizing all other parameters for each RLE
cut value). The

deviance profiles exhibit similar trends in the two reference scenarios, despite some differences
in the nominal values due to the fact that a better fit of either the energy spectrum or the
Xmax distributions is provided in Scenario 1 and Scenario 2, respectively.

From the total deviance profile, it is also clear that the fit is degenerate with respect
to RLE

cut for values �1019.5 V, because of the very steep estimated energy spectrum of this
component which is thus suppressed even in the absence of an exponential cutoff.

C Treatments of the Xmax scale uncertainties

C.1 Use of two nuisance parameters

The probability that Xmax measurements in the 1st, . . . , n-th energy bin are affected by a
bias x = (x1, . . . , xn) can be treated as a multivariate Gaussian distribution

p(x) = 1√
(2π)n det Σ

exp
(
−1

2xTΣ−1x
)
, (C.1)

where the covariance matrix is Σii′ = σiσi′ρii′ , in which σi is the standard deviation in the
i-th energy bin and ρii′ is the correlation coefficient between the i-th and the i′-th energy
bin. Hence, if we want to model such biases by shifting Xmax values, we should add a term

Dsyst(Xmax) = −2 ln p(x)
p(0) = xTΣ−1x (C.2)
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Figure 17. The deviance profiles as a function of the rigidity cutoff of the LE component in the
reference scenarios. The total deviance and the partial contributions from the energy spectrum fit
and the Xmax fit are shown.

to the overall deviance. However, due to the strong bin-to-bin correlations, the matrix Σ is
almost singular, so p is close to 0 (Dsyst(Xmax) is very large) for all values of x except those
which do not vary very fast across neighbouring energy bins. On the other hand, we can diag-
onalise Σ as RΣ′R−1, where R is a rotation matrix (R−1 = RT) and Σ′ = diag

(
σ′21 , . . . , σ

′2
n

)
(and hence Σ−1 as R diag

(
σ′−2

1 , . . . , σ′−2
n

)
R−1,

√
Σ as R diag (σ′1, . . . , σ′n) R−1, and so on).

The columns of R are the eigenvectors of Σ, and σ′21 , . . . , σ
′2
n are its eigenvalues. We then

have

Dsyst(Xmax) = xTΣ−1x = xTRΣ′−1R−1x = xTRΣ′−1/2Σ′−1/2RTx =
∣∣∣Σ′−1/2RTx

∣∣∣2 ,
(C.3)

i.e. the entries of x′ = Σ′−1/2RTx are independent Gaussians with zero mean and unit
variance, which can be converted back to x = RΣ′1/2x′. We can use x′1, . . . , x′n as the fit pa-
rameters, with Dsyst(Xmax) = x′21 + · · ·+x′2n , and the actual shifts are xi = ∑

i′(RΣ′1/2)ii′x′i′ .
In practice, we have |(RΣ′1/2)ii′ | � 1 g/cm2 for all i′ ≥ 3, so we only use two parameters
a = x′1 and b = x′2, as eigenvectors after the second would be unlikely to substantially im-
prove the fit. The first two eigenvectors of Σ then define two functions of energy, given by
v1(Ei) = (RΣ′1/2)i1 and v2(Ei) = (RΣ′1/2)i2, plotted in figure 8, and all the Xmax distri-
butions are thus shifted according to a quantity a v1(E) + b v2(E), where a and b are two
additional nuisance parameters of the fit, and an additional term Dsyst(Xmax) = a2 + b2 is
added to the deviance.

The results of adding the two parameters a and b to the fit are reported in section 4.1.
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∆Xmax ∆E/E L0
* IH IHe IN ISi IFe

** D (DJ , DXmax)

−14%
LE 7.7 39.7 11.5 36.0 12.9 0.0

572.5 (50.0, 522.6)
HE 3.6 0.0 24.2 72.5 0.0 3.3

−1σsyst 0
LE 11.2 33.0 18.5 20.7 27.8 0.0

597.6 (74.1, 523.5)
HE 4.6 0.0 15.5 79.6 0.0 5.0

+14%
LE 15.6 28.9 22.8 11.0 35.2 2.2

612.9 (92.1, 520.8)
HE 5.5 0.0 5.9 84.5 3.5 6.1

−14%
LE 7.6 47.5 24.5 28.0 0.0 0.0

604.9 (46.5, 558.4)
HE 3.9 1.1 30.0 66.6 0.0 2.3

0 0
LE 11.4 48.7 7.3 44.0 0.0 0.0

573.1 (56.6, 516.5)
HE 5.1 0.0 23.6 72.1 1.3 3.1

+14%
LE 15.8 47.5 0.3 48.5 3.00 0.8

577.1 (70.3, 506.8)
HE 6.2 0.0 17.8 74.5 4.00 3.8

−14%
LE 7.4 52.5 42.1 5.4 0.0 0.0

788.7 (68.7, 720.0)
HE 4.3 7.5 29.3 62.1 0.0 1.1

+1σsyst 0
LE 11.1 50.2 31.2 18.7 0.0 0.0

729.7 (73.4, 656.3)
HE 5.5 3.6 25.4 68.5 0.2 2.3

+14%
LE 15.7 50.5 18.1 31.4 0.0 0.0

686.6 (78.5, 608.1)
HE 6.7 0.3 21.9 71.8 3.6 2.4

* in units of 1044 ergMpc−3 yr−1, from Emin = 1017.8 eV.
** in percentage.

Table 6. The effect on the deviance, the emissivities and the mass fractions of the ±1σsyst shifts in
the energy and Xmax scales.

C.2 Fixed Xmax shifts

In section 4.1 we discussed the effect of using an approach based on nuisance parameters
to treat the Xmax scale uncertainty. In order to compare with the analysis we presented in
our previous work [54], here we also show the results obtained by simultaneously shifting all
Xmax distributions to higher or lower values according to their energy-dependent systematic
uncertainties σi, which implies a lighter or a heavier observed mass composition at all energies,
respectively.

This can be justified as a first-order approximation as the systematic uncertainties on
Xmax at different energies are all positively correlated with each other. Nevertheless, as
already illustrated in section 4.1 the correlations between bins at very different energies can
be rather weak, hence the approach with the nuisance parameters should be considered more
complete.

The results are obtained in the Talys+Gilmore configuration, assuming Epos-LHC as
the HIM, so they can be directly compared with the ones presented in section 4.

We take into account the uncertainty on the energy scale and on the Xmax scale by
shifting all the measured energies and Xmax values by one systematic standard deviation
in each direction and consider all the possible combinations of these shifts. Their effect on
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Figure 18. Left: the combined effect of the experimental uncertainties on the energy spectrum.
Right: the effect on the relative abundances at the top of the atmosphere. The bands represent the
maximal variations induced by considering all the possible combinations of shifts. The shaded grey
area indicates the energy region where energy-by-energy estimates of the mass composition are not
available (i.e. above the median of the highest energy bin used for Xmax data) and mass predictions
are mainly based on the shape of the all-particle spectrum.

the estimated emissivities, on the mass fractions at the sources and on the deviance value is
summarised in table 6. The dominant effect in terms of predictions at Earth is the one arising
from the Xmax uncertainty, with the inferred composition becoming heavier as Xmax gets a
negative shift. As for the remaining best fit parameters, they are not modified significantly
when the experimental systematic uncertainties are considered.

The maximal variations on the predicted fluxes at Earth, obtained by considering all
the configurations of table 6, are shown in figure 18. The rather large uncertainty on the
predicted total fluxes (brown band) is mainly due to the ±14% shifts in the energy scale,
which significantly affects only the estimated source emissivities, whereas the description of
the energy spectrum and the mass composition data is very similar; on the other hand, the
largest modifications of the predicted abundances at Earth are induced by the shifts in the
Xmax scale, which also strongly affect the deviance value.

The main effect of the shift in the energy scale is to increase (in the case of a positive
shift) or decrease (in the case of negative shift) the fraction of the heaviest masses. This
is because the observed cutoff at Earth is mainly due to the photodisintegration cutoff,
which is proportional to the mass number, so a higher observed cutoff energy requires a
heavier composition. The spectral index is also slightly changed. As concerns the Xmax scale
uncertainty, a positive shift imposes a larger contribution of light masses, which naturally
enhances the superposition of the Xmax distributions and therefore the fit requires a very
negative spectral index to contrast this effect, in agreement with what predicted also in [121].

When shifting the Xmax and energy values as in table 6, the emissivities L0 of the LE
and HE components span the ranges (1.2 to 2.7)×1046 and (3.5 to6.5)×1044 ergMpc−3 yr−1,
respectively. The maximum decrease in L0 is of ∼30% for both components, which is given
by a negative shift in both the energy scale and the Xmax scale; conversely, a positive shift
in both measurements makes the L0 of the LE component increase by ∼50% and that of the
HE component by ∼30%.
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Overdensity model L0
* γ log10(Rcut/V) D

No overdensity
LE 11.4 3.51± 0.03 > 19.5

575.1
HE 5.1 −2.24± 0.11 18.12± 0.01

SFR [56]
LE 11.4 3.52± 0.03 > 19.4

573.1
HE 5.1 −1.99± 0.11 18.15± 0.01

M∗ [56]
LE 11.4 3.49± 0.03 > 19.4

575.9
HE 4.8 −2.07± 0.11 18.14± 0.01

Infrared galaxies [124, 125]
LE 11.4 3.49± 0.03 > 19.5

570.8
HE 4.8 −2.08± 0.11 18.14± 0.01

* in units of 1044 ergMpc−3 yr−1.

Table 7. Comparison between the fit results obtained by using different models for the local over-
density correction and without applying the overdensity correction (see the text).

D Distributions of sources

D.1 Models of local overdensity

At large distances, we assume in the benchmark model that the sources of each extragalactic
population are uniformly distributed in the comoving volume. Conversely, on small scales,
since our Galaxy belongs to a group of galaxies, itself embedded in the Local Sheet [57], and
thus the density of nearby sources is greater than the average one in the Universe, we apply
a correction based on the distribution of the SFR. A good approximation of the density of
closer sources is important since Auger data at the highest energies are found to correlate
with the flux mainly originating from nearby galaxies [122, 123].

To this end, we used the catalogue from ref. [56], which lists over 500 000 galaxies from
a variety of surveys (including fake galaxies in the Zone of Avoidance along the Galactic
Plane where surveys are incomplete due to the Galactic foreground, obtained by cloning
galaxies in zones immediately above and below it). For each such galaxy, this flux-limited
catalogue lists the luminosity distance d, the star formation rate SFR, the stellar mass M∗,
and two correction factors c (one for SFR and one for M∗) to take into account the catalogue
incompleteness.

We computed an overdensity correction factor w(d) in each distance bin of 0.25Mpc
thickness, proportional to the sum of SFR/(c d2) over galaxies in the bin, and normalised
so that w(d) averages to 1 between 250Mpc and 350Mpc. As shown in figure 19, this
correction produces an overdensity for distances below ∼30Mpc, and becomes approximately
constant at larger distances. All events in the simulations where the source of the primary
particle is at a luminosity distance d < 350Mpc are then weighted by w(d). Furthermore, to
avoid potential problems due to the finite statistics of simulations, compared to our previous
work [54] we ran SimProp simulations with a thinner binning in source redshift, splitting the
[0, 0.01) bin into five bins [0, 0.002), . . . , [0.008, 0.01) each with as many events as previously
in [0, 0.01).

In addition to this, we also tried using a model based on the stellar mass M∗ rather
than formation rate, and a power-law approximation based on radio sources from [124, 125].
These three models of overdensity are shown in figure 19. The corresponding results and
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Figure 19. The three models of overdensity we tried in this work. In the models based on Biteau
(2021) [56], peaks corresponding to the Andromeda Galaxy’s satellite system (d ≈ 0.8Mpc), the
Council of Giants (d ≈ 3.6Mpc) and the Virgo Cluster (d ≈ 16Mpc) can be seen. At large distances,
thicker bins are used in the plot than in the calculations in order to not show small-scale fluctuations
in w(d).

the ones obtained without using any correction are compared in table 7 and, as expected, no
significant differences are observed.

D.2 Minimum distance
In our reference scenario the UHECR emissivity is proportional to the SFR, but if this is
assumed to apply to arbitrarily small distances, the flux (∝ emissivity/distance2) would be
completely dominated by the Local Group (in particular the Magellanic Clouds). To avoid
this, in all the cases illustrated in this study the minimum distance dmin beyond which cosmic
rays are ejected was set to 1Mpc.11 However, investigating the impact of such a parameter
on the deviance and the estimated fit parameters can possibly provide information about
which distances are dominant for the ejection of UHECRs. We tested six different values:
dmin = {0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1, 2, 3}Mpc, and the corresponding results in terms of deviance are
summarised in the top left plot of figure 20.

The estimated spectral parameters and mass fractions of the HE component are also
shown in the other plots of figure 20. On the other hand, the LE component parameters
are almost not affected by the minimum distance, since the contribution at low energy is
dominated by distant sources, thus they are not shown here.

The best fit is provided by choosing dmin = 1Mpc. In general, the impact of the
minimum distance on the fit results is small, with the deviance increasing for smaller dmin
values.

11A possible reason for the UHECR emissivity to be approximated as vanishing within 1Mpc and pro-
portional to the SFR beyond would be if UHECRs are accelerated in transient events with a Poisson rate
proportional to the SFR, with a proportionality constant such that most of the time there are zero events in
the Local Group but several events from the Council of Giants.
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Figure 20. Top: the effect of the minimum distance dmin on the deviance values (left) and on the
estimated mass fractions of the HE component (right). Bottom: the estimated spectral parameters
of the HE component as a function of the minimum distance dmin.

E Shape of the ejection cutoff function

One of the a-priori assumptions that we made on the ejected energy spectrum is the shape
of the rigidity-dependent cutoff, which is a broken exponential function in our reference
fit. With such a choice we are implying that the energy spectrum is a pure power law,
exponentially suppressed only at the highest energies, following the same approach introduced
in our previous work [54].

In this appendix we aim at testing the impact on the fit results of choosing some
alternative energy spectrum, with a simple exponential and a hyperbolic secant as the cutoff
function,

J(E) =
∑
A

J0A

(
E

E0

)−γ
exp

(
− E

ZARcut

)
(E.1)

J(E) =
∑
A

J0A

(
E

E0

)−γ
sech

[(
E

ZARcut

)∆
]

(E.2)

Both these functions have a smooth shape and a continuous derivative. The parameter ∆ in
eq. E.2 is related to the steepness and the width of the energy cutoff, and we tested three
different values ∆ = 0.5, 1.0, 2.0. The effect on the fit results of the cutoff function choice
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Energy cutoff γ log10(Rcut/V) D DJ DXmax

Broken exponential
LE 3.52± 0.03 > 19.4

573.1 56.6 516.5
HE −1.99± 0.11 18.15± 0.01

Exponential
LE 3.53± 0.03 > 20.2

575.2 58.9 516.2
HE −2.06± 0.10 18.15± 0.01

Hyperbolic secant LE 3.41± 0.07 18.29± 0.25
595.9 70.0 525.9

∆ = 0.5 HE −6.23± 0.18 16.33± 0.02

Hyperbolic secant LE 3.53± 0.03 > 19.7
575.3 59.3 516.0

∆ = 1.0 HE −2.02± 0.10 18.15± 0.01

Hyperbolic secant LE 3.65± 0.03 > 19.7
618.6 83.3 535.3

∆ = 2.0 HE 0.32± 0.05 18.78± 0.01

Table 8. Best fit results obtained by assuming that the energy cutoff is shaped as a broken exponential
function (reference case), a simple exponential function and a hyperbolic secant function with ∆ = 0.5,
1.0, 2.0.

and of the value of ∆, i.e. the cutoff steepness of the hyperbolic secant function, is shown in
table 8.

Both the hyperbolic secant with ∆ = 1 and the simple exponential cutoff have very
similar shape with respect to the broken exponential function and, as expected, they provide
compatible fit results in terms of estimated parameters and deviance value. On the other
hand, the hyperbolic secant with ∆ = 2 produces a steeper cutoff and the one with ∆ = 0.5
a more gradual cutoff, with a significant impact on the fit results.

First of all, the impact on the low-energy component is generally much smaller than on
the high-energy component, since the cutoff at the sources of the former plays a minor role in
shaping the observed energy spectrum. As concerns the effect on the high-energy component,
a steeper cutoff (∆ = 2) requires a softer energy spectrum with a positive spectral index and
a slightly larger cutoff rigidity, and a more gradual cutoff (∆ = 0.5) needs to be compensated
by a very low cutoff rigidity and spectral index; however, in these two cases the fit of both
the energy spectrum and the Xmax distributions appears worsened.

It is important to stress that in presence of a hyperbolic secant or a simple exponential
cutoff the power law function may be significantly modified even at energies much lower
than the estimated energy cutoff, so that the actual slope of the ejected energy spectrum is
not simply the one given by the nominal value of the spectral index reported in the table.
For example, in the case of a hyperbolic secant function with ∆ = 0.5, the extremely low
estimated γ value translates into a much softer energy spectrum because of the more gradual
cutoff shape.

As a consequence, note that the best-fit spectral parameters adjust to compensate the
effect of the cutoff shape, so that the ejection spectra in the various cutoff shape hypotheses
are actually much more similar to each other than a naive comparison of the parameter
values might suggest, as shown in figure 21. Still, the cases ∆ = 0.5 and ∆ = 2.0 result
in a noticeably larger total deviance, showing that the fit moderately disfavours excessively
gradual or excessively sudden cutoffs, though the size of the deviance increases are comparable
to those seen in the studies of effects of systematic uncertainties.
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Figure 21. Comparison between the generation rate of the LE component (left) and the HE one
(right) given by the best fit parameters obtained by assuming a hyperbolic secant cutoff with different
∆ values. Note that the fit results for ∆ = 1.0 are very similar to the ones obtained with a broken
exponential cutoff and a simple exponential cutoff, which are thus not shown.
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